Abstract—Robotic catheters are being employed in endovascular interventions for their improved maneuverability and steering precision over conventional catheters. Fluoroscopy is commonly used to guide such medical devices during interventions. Motivated by the limitations and hazards associated with fluoroscopy, this study investigates the use of ultrasound images as a viable alternative for the real-time visualization of a robotic catheter. In order to validate the proposed approach, an integrated system is developed which employs a two-dimensional ultrasound-based tracking algorithm to detect and track a magnetically-actuated catheter. By using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory to describe the motion of the catheter and a closed-loop control, the magnetic field steers the robotic catheter in two-dimensional space. Experiments show that the model is able to describe the catheter deflections with a fitting error of $R^2 = 0.96$. Closed-loop steering experiments show a maximum positioning error of 0.46 mm. Our study demonstrates the possibility to accurately steer a magnetic catheter using two-dimensional ultrasound images.

I. INTRODUCTION

Endovascular surgery is a minimally invasive procedure in which catheters and guidewires are used to access organs and blood vessels. Catheters are steered from an insertion point to a target site, where diagnostic and therapeutic procedures are performed. Various factors determine the outcome of this procedure, such as the maneuverability of the catheter, the complexity of the vessel network and the surgeon’s skill set [1]. Limited catheter maneuverability affects the procedure time and increases the risk of hematoma formation and vessel puncture [2].

Robotically-actuated catheters have been developed in order to address these drawbacks. Such medical devices can be driven by pull-wires, as demonstrated in the robotic navigation systems Sensei (Hansen Medical, Mountain View, USA) and Amigo (Catheter robotics, Mount Olive, USA). These systems allow high precision steering in the endovascular network with less X-ray exposure than conventional procedures [3], [4]. Compared to pull-wire actuated steering, magnetically-actuated catheters yield higher success rates when applied in cardiovascular interventions [5]. This form of actuation steers the catheter with high precision by interactions between permanent magnets that are embedded in the catheter and an external magnetic field. No pull-wires are required to steer the catheter, making the catheters less stiff and more maneuverable. As a result of the increased flexibility, vessel puncture and dissection are virtually impossible [6].

Apart from the actuator mechanism, another key aspect of a robotic navigation system is the imaging modality which visualizes the catheter so it is distinguishable from its surrounding anatomy. Moreover, the imaging modality must be able to visualize the vascular anatomy [7]. In many clinically-available robotic navigation systems, fluoroscopy is used as the main imaging modality [8]. It has the advantage of having a high image acquisition rate. However, it provides two-dimensional (2D) projection images with low tissue contrast and the prolonged X-ray exposure poses a health risk. In order to reduce X-ray exposure, electromagnetic positioning has been used to detect the catheter position [9], [10]. However, clinically-available robotic navigation systems still rely on fluoroscopy to visualize tissue and detect the position of the catheter with respect to the surrounding environment.

Magnetic resonance (MR) has been investigated as an alternative imaging modality for visualizing robotic catheters [11]. It offers several advantages over fluoroscopy, such as high contrast for soft tissue, three-dimensional (3D) volumetric image reconstruction and the lack of ionizing radiation. However, MR has a low image acquisition rate and it is not compatible...
with many conventional catheters, ferromagnetic materials and electrical components, and thereby imposes additional challenges for the design of MR-guided robots [12], [13].

The use of ultrasound (US) as an imaging modality for robotic catheters seems unexplored [8]. US transducers are able to provide 2D and 3D images with a high frame acquisition rate, which can be beneficial to interventions in dynamic environments. In this paper, US is investigated as a viable imaging modality for real-time visualization of a magnetically-actuated catheter. In order to validate the proposed approach, an experimental setup (Fig. 1) is developed in which a magnetic catheter can be steered under real-time US guidance. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of closed-loop control of a magnetically-actuated catheter using 2D US images.

A. Related work

Robotic catheters with embedded electromagnets and permanent magnets have previously been described in several studies. Although kinematic models have shown to accurately describe catheter deflections, none of these studies steered the catheter under US guidance.

Catheters with embedded current-carrying micro-coils were manufactured by winding thin copper wire around the distal end of the shaft [14]. When excited, the micro-coils exhibited a magnetic moment which was used to steer the catheter in the magnetic field of an MR-bore. A 3D kinematic model of such catheter is described by Liu et al. [15]. The shaft displacement and torsions induced by the micro-coils were computed with a finite difference approach. Another approach to model a magnetic catheter is described by Lillaney et al., who used Euler-Bernoulli beam theory to model the catheter as a cantilever beam [16]. The mechanical moment induced by the micro-coils was assumed to be in equilibrium with the internal bending moment. Catheters with embedded permanent magnets can be actuated by controlling the direction and strength of an external magnetic field [17]. Permanent magnets exhibit a non-decaying magnetization and do not require currents to generate a magnetic moment [18]. Therefore, permanent magnets allow for a less complex design compared to catheters with embedded micro-coils.

Gang et al. described a system that consisted of eight electromagnets which controlled the magnetic field strength and orientation in 3D-space [19]. Clinically relevant steering tasks were performed using a catheter with embedded permanent magnets. Similar systems were described by Le et al. and Ullrich et al., who steered a catheter and a probe for capsulorhexis using magnetic fields respectively [20], [21]. In these studies, a kinematic model of the devices was derived and validated using optical camera images. Furthermore, in the study of Ullrich et al., the tracked position of the device was used for closed-loop control. Unlike the homogeneous field present in MR systems, the high gradients generated by such coil systems are complex to model.

Regarding the US imaging modality, the majority of the literature discusses the visualization of conventional catheters that are manually steered using pull-wires. In cardiac interventions the use of 2D intracardiac echocardiography and 3D transesophageal echocardiography for catheter and tissue visualization are well established [22], [23]. A robotic catheter, capable of exerting a constant pressure on a moving heart wall under 3D US has been demonstrated [24]. Although the catheter was actuated in only one degree of freedom, both the heart wall and the robotic catheter were tracked with a frequency of 28 Hz. Both device and tissue tracking with 3D US has been demonstrated [25]. The position and orientation of a cylindrical surgical instrument was estimated by detecting and tracking passive markers on the surface of the instrument.

B. Contributions

Different from the aforementioned studies, this work demonstrates the use of 2D US to control a magnetically-actuated catheter in a stationary environment. A magnetic catheter prototype is developed with a permanent magnet attached to the distal end of the shaft. A model characterizes the deflections of the catheter using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Along with this model, we integrate a real-time, 2D US tracking algorithm with a system that is able to generate homogeneous magnetic fields on two axes. A feed forward controller estimates the actuation parameters while a PI (Proportional-Integral) controller compensates for the inaccuracies of the model and for external disturbances. The steering precision of the catheter is evaluated by actuating the tip along a reference trajectory.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the model of the catheter used in this study. Section III describes the control system which detects the radial cross-section of the catheter in US images and actuates the catheter in a closed-loop manner. Section IV reports the results of the experimental validations while in Section V the conclusions and subjects for future work are outlined.

II. CATHETER MODEL

The catheter prototype (Fig. 2) consists of a 55 mm long flexible hollow PVC tube with an outer diameter of 2 mm and an inner diameter of 1.2 mm. A stack of 5 cylindrical Neodymium N48 (Supermagnete, Gottmadingen, Germany) magnets (2 mm diameter, 1 mm height) is attached to the distal end of the shaft. The magnets are modeled as a single dipole magnet with a remanent magnetization $B_{r, es} = 1.4$ T that is in-line with the longitudinal axis of the shaft [26]. In order to control the catheter in an accurate and predictable way, it is important to model its deflection in the presence of a magnetic field. A wrench $W^m \in \mathbb{R}^6$ is induced on the tip of the catheter when the magnet is in the presence of a magnetic field:

$$W^m = \begin{bmatrix} F^m \\ T^m \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \nabla (m \cdot B) \\ m \times B \end{bmatrix},$$

where $F^m \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the force acting on the tip, $T^m \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the torque acting on the tip, $m \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the magnetic moment vector of the magnet and $\nabla$ is the gradient of the field. Since
where $\theta$ is the tip deflection angle. The magnetic moment $m_\parallel$ is computed as $m_\parallel = MV$ [16], where $V$ is the volume of the magnet. The catheter is modeled as a cantilever beam with small deflections [27]. An analytical solution is derived from the Euler-Bernoulli bending moment-curvature relationship which is valid for deflections where $\cos(\theta) \simeq 1$. A relationship is obtained between $\theta$ and the magnitude of $T_m$ acting on the free end of a cantilever with length $l$ [16]:

$$\theta = \frac{\|T_m\|l}{EI},$$

where $E$ denotes the elasticity modulus and $I$ denotes the area moment of inertia of the cross-section of the catheter shaft. The displacement $\delta$ (Fig. 2) can be found by integrating Eq. (4) over the length of the beam so that:

$$\delta(k) = \frac{\|T_m\||k^2}{2EI},$$

where $0 \leq k \leq l$. This establishes a relation between the moment acting on the tip and the displacement observed at a length $k$. The catheter deflection $\varphi$ can be computed:

$$\varphi = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\delta(l)}{l}\right).$$

By substituting Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) into Eq. (2), an equation can be obtained which is linear with respect to the field strength:

$$\frac{\theta}{\sin(\gamma - \theta)} = \frac{\|m\| \|B\| l}{EI}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

This relationship can be used to validate the model against experimentally obtained deflections. For a measured catheter deflection, $\theta/\sin(\gamma - \theta)$ can be computed and subsequently be compared to the model quantity $(\|m\| \|B\| l)/(EI)$. Using Eq. (5) we can describe the displacement of the catheter as a function of the magnetic field strength in the workspace.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, the experimental setup used to validate the model of the catheter is introduced. Furthermore, the algorithm to detect the cross-section of the catheter and the closed-loop control policy are described.

A. Magnetic field equations

The experimental setup is reported in Fig. 3. Two pairs of Helmholtz coils generate a homogeneous magnetic field along the $x$- and $y$-axis of the system. The physical properties of the coils along the $y$-axis (Teltron Helmholtz Coils S, 3B scientific, Hamburg, Germany) and $x$-axis are listed in Table I. The field strength ($B \in \mathbb{R}^2$, where $B = [B_x \ B_y]^T$) in the workspace can be modeled for each coil:

$$B = \left(\frac{4}{5}\right)^2 \frac{\mu_0 n I}{R} \hat{v},$$

where $n$ is the number of windings on each coil, $I$ is the current, $R$ is the coil radius and $\hat{v} \in \mathbb{R}^2$ is an unit vector denoting the orientation of the coil pair. Each coil pair generates a field strength between $-6$ mT and $6$ mT. The accuracy of the model described in Eq. (8) is determined by exposing a teslameter (3MH3A, Senis AG, Baar, Switzerland) to 20 field strengths within the operating range for each coil pair. An average deviation of $0.14 \text{ mT} \pm 0.13$ mT between the modeled and measured field strength is found.

B. Catheter cross-section detection

A 14 MHz US transducer (L14-5/38, Ultrasonix, Richmond, Canada) is oriented perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the shaft. The radial cross-section of the distal end of the shaft is visualized as a circular or oval shape (Fig. 3). 2D digital Radio Frequency (RF) frames are transmitted
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from the Ultrasound Research Interface present on the SonixTouchQ+ (Ultrasonix) to a workstation (3.2 GHz Intel I5, 8 GB RAM, 64 bit Windows 7). The retrieved data contains 256 beam-formed RF-lines. Each line corresponds to the signal received from an element of the US transducer. Before the catheter cross-section can be detected, a B-mode image has to be constructed from the RF-data. The delay that is caused by this computationally intensive process has a negative impact on the performance of the control system. An algorithm (Fig. 3 (7 - 9)) is implemented to reduce the image construction latency by selecting a subset of RF-lines which is then converted to an 8-bit B-mode image using the Amplio library provided by Ultrasonix. In order to obtain a distinct contour of the cross-section of the catheter, the B-mode image is pre-processed in two steps using the OpenCV computer vision library [28]. At first, speckle noise is removed using blur, dilation and erosion filters. Then, reflection artifacts are removed using a threshold filter that discards all the pixels whose values are below 200. In order to find the contours of the cross-section, a Canny edge detection operator is applied to the image, and a series of contours is obtained using a contour finding algorithm. For each contour its center-of-mass is calculated, and the estimated position of the cross-section of the catheter (\( \hat{p} \)) is defined as the center-of-mass point with the lowest distance to the previous estimated position.

C. Ultrasound-guided actuation

The closed-loop controller (Fig. 4) is used to steer the catheter along a pre-defined reference trajectory. The model as described in Section II, estimates the field strength (\( B \)) for a given target position (\( p \)). The model may be inaccurate or external disturbances may be present which will result in an error (\( e \)) between the tracked and target position. A PI controller minimizes the error by providing closed-loop control. Due to the bending stiffness of the catheter shaft, the catheter responds slowly to a change in the magnetic field strength. Therefore, no derivative term is set in the feedback loop.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

This section presents the validation of the model derived in Section II. Furthermore, experimental results of the control policy used to steer the catheter along a path are presented.

A. Model validation

The coil pairs have different dimensions and number of windings, therefore the model is validated separately for deflections induced on the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axis. The catheter is exposed to eight field strengths within the operating range. The tip deflection angle (\( \theta \)) and catheter deflection angle (\( \varphi \)) are observed in the \( xz \)-plane when the \( x \)-coil pair is actuated, and in the \( yz \)-plane when the \( y \)-coil pair is actuated. All deflections are measured five times with optical cameras. The deflection value \( \theta / \sin(\gamma - \theta) \) is calculated

![Fig. 3: Overview of the experimental setup. A catheter (1) is inserted in a water tank so that the tip of catheter is at the center of the workspace (2). The catheter is observed by two optical cameras (3) and a US transducer (4). An homogeneous magnetic fields is generated by coils on the \( x \)-axis (5) and \( y \)-axis (6). The tracking method, which is described in Section III-B, exploits temporal continuity to speed up the detection procedure. Given the estimation of the position of the catheter tip for the previous frame, the RF-lines that are within preset range (a) from that estimation are kept (7), whereas the remaining pixels are set to zero. Speckle noise and reflection artifacts are removed (8) and a contour-finding technique estimates the position (\( \hat{p} = [p_x, p_y]^T \)) of the cross-section of the catheter (9).](image)

![Fig. 4: The control system uses the model of the catheter in a feed forward configuration. A PI controller (\( P = 1, I = 0.5 \)) is used to perform closed-loop control. Using the target position (\( p \in \mathbb{R}^2 \), where \( p = [p_x, p_y]^T \)), the magnetic field strength (\( B \)) is computed as the sum of the outputs of the PI- and feed forward controller. The tracked radial cross-section of the catheter shaft is denoted by \( \hat{p} \). The resulting positioning error (\( e \in \mathbb{R}^2 \), where \( e = p - \hat{p} \)) is used in a PI system to perform closed-loop control.](image)
for each measurements and plotted against the expected values provided by the model \( (||\mathbf{m}|| \parallel \mathbf{B} ||)|/(EI)) \). The accuracy of the model is determined by how well the model explains the variability in the experimental data. Prior to the experiments, the catheter is oriented so that \( \gamma \) is equal to 90° (Fig. 2). Since the bending stiffness \( (EI) \) is unknown for the shaft material, 10 different deflections are measured using optical cameras in both the \( xx \) and \( yy \) planes so that Eq. (7) can be solved for \( EI \). An average bending stiffness of \( 17.85 \times 10^{-6} \pm 2.45 \times 10^{-6} \text{Nmm} \) is obtained.

The results of the model validation experiments are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). A model fit of \( R^2=0.99 \) and \( R^2=0.96 \) is found for deflections using the \( xx \)- and \( yy \)-coil pairs respectively. Due to the limited size of the workspace, the catheter comes in contact with the water tank if the coil pair on the \( yy \)-axis generates a field strength lower than -6 mT. These measurements are not used in the evaluation of the model. The comparison between the tip angle \( (\theta) \) and catheter angle \( (\phi) \) is shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). Both the experimental data and the model show that the tip angle is consistently larger than the catheter angle. Tip deflections from \(-18^\circ \) to \( 18^\circ \) and catheter deflections from \(-6^\circ \) to \( 6^\circ \) are observed in the \( xx \)-plane, and fit the model with \( R^2=0.99 \) for both \( \theta \) and \( \phi \). A similar relation between the tip angle and catheter angle is found for measurements in the \( yy \)-plane, but the model has a worse fit of \( R^2=0.97 \) and \( R^2=0.95 \) for \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) respectively. This could be a result of the gravity acting on the tip, resulting in different bending characteristics between positive and negative deflections on the \( yy \)-axis.

B. Closed-loo control using ultrasound images

The closed-loop performance of the system is evaluated by steering the catheter tip along reference trajectories in the shape of a square, rhombus, circle and figure-eight. The reference square path has edges of 14 mm, the rhombus has edges of 10 mm, the circle has a radius of 7 mm and the figure-eight has sides of 14 mm. All trajectories are evaluated with an actuating tip velocity of 1 mm/s. A preset range \( a = 20 \) is selected for the cross-section detection algorithm so that a total of 40 RF-lines are used for each B-mode image. US images are acquired with a frame rate of 43Hz. The results of the trajectory steering experiments are presented in Fig. 6. In all of the figures a shape slightly larger than the reference trajectory is observed. The tracked position of the tip shows spikes, which are caused by inaccuracies in the US tracking algorithm. Since the acquired US images are two dimensional, only the \( xy \)-plane is observed, and the out-of-plane motion of the tip cannot be detected. Hence, when the catheter is deflected, the cross-section of a segment different from the distal end of the shaft is detected. The estimated out-of-plane movement is 0.5 mm. As a consequence, the tracked tip position may deviate from the actual tip position. The steering experiments in this study took place in a stationary environment, which is a simplification of complex scenarios such as a beating heart. When tracking a catheter under US guidance in such an environment, additional tracking uncertainties may arise due to the reduced visibility of the catheter [25].

V. Conclusions and Future Work

This study presents a novel approach to steer a magnetically-actuated catheter by using a closed-loop control and US images. A model of the catheter is derived that computes the field strength necessary to bend the catheter. The integrated system is able to autonomously detect and track the cross-section of the catheter and uses this information to robustly control the tip of the catheter in a closed-loop manner. In future studies we plan to extend the proposed tracking and control system with a 3D US imaging system [29]. The position of the catheter can then be detected in three dimensions with sub-millimeter precision. Moreover, we will address the limited applicability of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory to describe catheter deflections by extending it with a finite element approach. By performing steering experiments in US-compatible vascular and cardiac phantoms, we plan to evaluate the performance of the integrated system in clinically-relevant scenarios.
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Fig. 6: Closed-loop control results for the magnetic catheter tip following a (a) square, (b) rhombus, (c) circular and (d) figure-eight path. The reference trajectory (blue) and detected position using US images (red) are shown. The average position errors $\epsilon_x$ [mm] and $\epsilon_y$ [mm] and their standard deviation over three experiments are reported. Refer to the accompanying video that demonstrates the real-time catheter control using US images.


